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The National Service Scheme Cell of our college has enrolled 100 volunteers for the session 
2018-2019. The Independence Day was celebrated on August  15, 2018 in our college by the 
staff, students, NCC and NSS volunteers with great zeal and enthusiasm. On this occasion 
Principal, Dr. G.R. Avchar advised to all about devotions made by the great personalities for 
independence of our Nation. 
 
The NSS team from Pune has organized the seminar and examination on 8th September 
2018 on human rights and constitution. The seminar was very informative and 
knowledgeable. They told students that how important is to have information about our 
rights. Then they explain the importance of constitution and its framework. Then there was 
examination of about 2 hours.  
 
The NSS team of Shivaji Science College had organized the program “tree plantation” on 
26th of July 2018. They also taught us the importance of the trees in the today's world. Later 
all the candidates of the NSS team start planting The trees .The main motive was to create 
awareness among students about the tree plantation and to give the knowledge about the 
trees. 
 
 
The NSS team of Shivaji Science College and a team from the Zilla Parishad of Nagpur had 
organized the program “Nivadnuk Shaksharta Club ” on 14th of Oct  2018. They also told us 
the importance and power of the votes and voting process in India. Later all the candidates 
of the NSS team distribute the application forms of voting card .The main motive was to 
create awareness among students about the importance of vote and to give the knowledge 
about the voting process in India. 
 
 
 
The NSS team of Shivaji Science College had organized the 6 days camp “swacha bharat 
abhiyan” from 8 Jan 2019 to 13 Jan 2019. This camp was organized to teach the students 
the importance  of the cleanliness and to teach the students to maintain the discipline in 
day to day life. 
The camp was inaugurated by our vice principal and the guest present in program give the 
enlightened us about the importance of the camp and discipline and gave wishes for 
having and successful and fun  camp. After  the program was over all the guest and the 
candidates have lunch. And at 6 pm we have our nss prayer and then dinner. 
2nd day starts at 6 am when all the candidates exercise and yoga instructed by our nss 
convenor ,then all the  candidates had their breakfast after that form 8 am to 11 am we 
cleaned the place where we were staying  we clean all the toilets, the ground and we also 
did some gardening  in the school after that all the candidates and the teachers had their 
lunch and then a 2 hours break. At 2 pm there was lecture on biodiversity which was 
successfully taken by the guest lecturers Dr. Nitin Dongarwar () who thought us about the 
various diversity of plant and animals and there behavior. After that all the students have 



cultural program where they all perform a drama, sang some songs and the entire event 
was enjoyable .Then all the candidates and the guests with the monitors had dinner all 
together and the day spent all good. 
Al l the students wake up at 6am and did yoga and exercise after that we all have our 
healthy breakfast and then from 8 am to 11 am we have our cleanliness program where we 
clean the streets and some unclean spots inside the village. After that all the students had 
their lunch and some rest. At 2 pm their wasa guest lecture on personality development  by 
the Mr. Prabhu Shinde(social worker) and shared his life experiences  he told  us how 
should  person behave  in society and respect for what he have . After that there was 
cultural program and then all the guest and students had dinner. 
 
 
Today’s day starts at 6 am by yoga and exercises after that all had a good and heavy 
breakfast. Then form 8 am to 11 am we clean the all the campus .And then we had our 
lunch ad rest after that we had a guest lecture on ethical hacking by Mr. Krishna Karu who 
tell us about the hacker do their work and what are scope of this in helping government 
and people. After that we enjoy the cultural event organized the candidates itself and then 
we had pr dinner.  
 Our day starts with the yoga and then breakfast after that we have all visited the farm 
where we construct a small wall of rocks and sand. And then there was the cultural event 
where all the village people were invited to enjoy the event and it was successfully occur 
after that we had our dinner. 
 It was the last day of our camp which starts with doing yoga and the breakfast .Then the 
principal of our shivaji science college and our all guest adjournment of the program by 
appreciating the hard work did by all the students and by giving the best volunteer and the 
all rounder award to the candidates. 
 
The NSS team of shivaji Science College organized the camp on 22nd of February 2019. 59 
peoples donated blood and the camp was successfully executed, no casualties occurred. 
The main motive was to create awareness among students about the blood donation and to 
provide blood to the government blood banks. 
 
 
The Republic Day was celebrate on January  26, 2019 in our college by the staff, students 
.NCC and NSS volunteers with great zeal and enthusiasm. On this occasion Principal, Dr. 
C.J.Chandekar advised to all the importance of the Republic Day. 


